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PROVA D’ANGLÈS

Prova d’anglès: Es farà una sola prova oral dimecres, 23 a partir de les 14h i dijous,

24 a partir de les 13:05h al despatx de tutoria (es publicarà l’horari de cites de 10

minuts de durada per l’alumnat que hagi participat en la convocatòria. Es prega

puntualitat. S’intentarà dur-les totes a terme el dimecres, 23 però si no és possible

es continuarà el dijous, 24).

Prova oral.

Destreses treballades: Comprensió i expressió oral en anglès.

Durada: 10 minuts per persona.

Tipus de preguntes que es faran.

Speaking

Preguntes curtes informals.

Monòleg amb una durada d’entre 1 i 3 minuts preparat per l’alumnat

sobre el següent tema: Personal motivations for going on an Erasmus

traineeship.

Preguntes i respostes sobre el monòleg. ( 4 min)



Rúbrica d’avaluació per a la prova oral

Excellent

(10)

Very

good

(8)

Good

(6)
Basic (4)

Needs

improvement

(1)

Effectiveness 35%

Attitude/Body

Language 20%

Fluency 15%

Pronunciation 10%

Vocabulary richness

10%

Use of grammar

10%



10 BASIC QUESTIONS AND ANSWER TIPS FOR AN ERASMUS INTERVIEW

What are your hobbies?

When mentioning hobbies, try not to overthink this question. Managers don't ask it to catch

you out. All they want to do is learn more about your personality. To make sure that your

interests match those of their team. After all, you will spend a lot of time at work - fitting in

will be beneficial to all.

What accomplishments are you most proud of?

Interviewers want to understand what matters to you the most, and what your intention was

behind your achievement. Explain to them why this accomplishment stands out. The 'why' is

often more important than the 'what'.

Why did you apply for the Erasmus Plus Programme?

Never say that you want to do an Erasmus programme to pass the time. If this programme is

something you have always wanted to do, then say that. Focus on reasons that inspired you

to choose this job in particular and why you want to gain the international experience that

Erasmus offers.

How does completing the Erasmus programme help contribute to your future

plans?

Interviewers want to know how this opportunity can benefit your future. Mostly they want to

assess whether you've considered the impact it will have and how it will make a difference to

your future based on the work they would be providing you.

How do you organise your time and set your priorities during a typical day?

It is a pretty straightforward question. Time management is incredibly important in any role.

It indicates to the hiring manager that you can stay on top of multiple projects. The best

answer is to describe how you will be able to meet deadlines - prioritising tasks and using

your time effectively. For example; It helps me to make a to-do list at the end of every day

for the tasks that need to be done the following day. So, when I get into the office, I have a

clear idea of what and how I can accomplish my tasks.

Are you open to learning a new language when doing the Erasmus Plus

Programme?

If you travel to a different country for Erasmus, the interviewer will be intrigued if you are

willing to step out of your comfort zone and learn a new language or a new culture.

Do you have any questions about Erasmus Plus?

Many interviewers end with asking if you have any questions. By not having any questions,

you leave the impression that you haven't really thought about or researched the Erasmus

programme or the companies available.



The best tip we can give you for your Erasmus interview is to be prepared.  Now that you

know what to expect, you're one step closer to getting your passport stamped and launching

your career in an exciting destination of your choice.

SPECIFIC VOCABULARY

CFGM Tècnic/a en Atención a les Persones en Situació de Dependència:

Intermediate Vocational Training as a Technician in Attention to People in a Situation Of

Dependence.


